target of HH, is made by lamina glial cells that are closely axons), Huang and Kunes (1996) Three additional levels of complexity in lamina structure suggest that matching the numbers of R cell axons to That SPI corresponds to the relevant ligand was demonstrated using mosaic animals and SPI rescue conlamina neurons is only the first of a series of interactions between afferent axons and lamina cells. First, lamina structs. Like HH, SPI is required for eye development; loss of SPI activity blocks differentiation of all R cells neurons adopt one of five different fates. Different lamina neurons are arranged in a characteristic spatial patexcept R8. In mosaic animals in which eye tissue is made homozygous for a spi null allele, the early stages tern with respect to the R cell axons (reviewed in Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993) . Second, the optic of LPC differentiation are induced (as judged by DAC expression), but no ELAV-positive cells are observed.
lobe contains multiple types of glial cells whose development must be coordinated with differentiation of the Definitive interpretation of this result is problematic, however, since mosaic clones contain only R8 cells. lamina neurons. Finally, a precise pattern of synaptic contacts must be elaborated between R cell axons and To circumvent this problem, spi reduction-of-function animals were generated by expressing low levels of SPI their target neurons. How are individual lamina neuron fates determined? under the control of a heat-shock inducible promoter in a spi mutant background. In this genetic background, One possibility is that SPI and HH are the only signals produced by retinal axons that are required to establish it was possible to bypass the early requirements for SPI function during R cell specification while lowering the the normal complement of neuronal fates. In this view, perhaps differences in the spatial or temporal patterns level of SPI activity in R cell axons. These animals displayed highly penetrant defects in ELAV expression in of SPI and HH release followed by lateral interactions between lamina neurons and the adjacent glia create LPC progeny. To confirm that SPI activity is required in R cells, this block in lamina differentiation was rescued differences between presumptive lamina neurons. By analogy with the mechanisms required for R cell fate by expression of a second spi construct specifically in postmitotic photoreceptor neurons. Finally, ectopic SPI determination in the eye (Freeman, 1997), dynamic expression of EGFR and Argos could establish regulatory expression in otherwise wild-type animals is sufficient to generate an excess of lamina neurons, as determined loops controlling lamina patterning. Alternatively, additional signals might be released by retinal axons, either both by increased numbers of ELAV-positive cells and by increased expression of a brain-specific homeobox from all R1-R6 axons or from specific R cell subsets, to specify different lamina neuron fates. In this view, protein, a marker for one particular type of lamina neuron. Interestingly, normal apoptosis in a subset of LPC spatial patterning might be generated through a series of stereotyped contacts between R cell growth cones progeny is blocked by ectopic expression of SPI, suggesting that limiting levels of SPI might play a role in and developing lamina neurons. Resolution of these possibilities will require additional molecular markers establishing the correct number of lamina neurons.
In summary, induction of lamina neuron development specific to each lamina neuron fate and the identification of additional genes regulating this process. is a two-step process controlled by signals released by signals during larval development that pattern the target, the target region produces guidance cues to ingrowing R cell axons. These cues ensure that R cell axons terminate in the correct layer of the optic lobe and are arranged in a topographically appropriate manner. At the onset of pupal development, R1-R6 growth cones leave their original lamina column and project in a precise pattern to neighboring columns such that R cells that "look at the same point in space" select the same target neurons. This process creates the adult cartridge and requires at least one additional signal, lamina-derived nitric oxide (Gibbs and Truman, 1998 ). This signal allows R cell axons to remain within the lamina and correctly identify their targets. Once this reorganization is complete, R cell axons and lamina neurons initiate a complex, characteristic pattern of synaptogenesis. Work in other systems suggests that such patterns are coordinated by bidirectional signaling between pre-and postsynaptic cells.
Recent work on NT-3 and brain-derived neurotrophic factor suggests that anterograde transport of developmental signals regulating target development may be widespread (e.g., von Bartheld et al., 1996). Moreover, mammalian HH and EGF homologs are expressed in the developing retina (e.g., Lillien and Cepko, 1992; Jensen and Wallace, 1997), raising the possibility that the mechanisms that coordinate retinal innervation with target development in Drosophila might also apply to the mammalian visual system. However, while matching the numbers of afferent axons to target cells is an important first step in constructing a functional nervous system, solving the matching problem at the levels of specificity seen in the mature synaptic circuitry remains one of the central challenges in developmental neurobiology.
